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This article from combs the Chinese figure ink painting’s development history to 
the present collectivity skeleton. The Chinese figure ink painting is a serotinous 
painting. But last century is the rapid development age. And then analysis the 
actuality of the figure ink painting today which are in diversiform. In addition put 
forward the question of the figure ink painting’s future and the important problem of 
how to create works which embodied traditional culture essence and the features of 
our time, mean while express one’s feeling. Finally put emphasize on own study and 
the creation experience realized. 
The create theme about figure ink painting require our own pure-hearted to 
detect one’s personal unique angle of view. Arts require sincerity and one’s sensibility 
play the determinative role. In fact, the real world which is filled of abundance of 
subject matters for us. New generations of figure ink painters are in a good position to 
obtain inspirations and enlightenment from real world. If only we make use of our 
insight to catch it. I choose my life as the research angle because being a woman love 
and family is the whole of my life, as my creation interesting and passion is. 
My technique research process is divided into tow steps. First is about realistic 
technique practice. In this process I tasted the fundamentality of the brush use; at the 
same time I realize the abstract conception of “ink is the brush”, “color is the brush”; 
under the lead of “wield the brush”, the color and ink mingled each other and create a 
harmonious painting impression. On the other hand, I try other easy express about 
figure ink painting. In this way we may easily form the personal style. And from this 
step I really realize the happiness of “painting comes with one’s heart” in the 
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